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Downloaded guests can not request updates! Monument Valley 2 - a sequel to the successful project of 2014, which finally made it to Android devices. The plot acquires new details and secrets and continues the story of familiar characters, where the main character Ro is again sneaking
through the maze, along with his daughter. The game has not changed fundamentally since the original, but the developers added something new and interesting. Here you need to move and rotate the platforms to reach the full level. Fresh ideas are necessary to pay attention to the
interaction of plants with the light falling on them. The cornerstone puzzle dignity is the level design. Each stage is a small work of art. One can only imagine what kind of fantasy has a team of designers who carefully consider each item and have enhanced their excellent images, animation
and sound. Monument Valley 2 - a great sequel that multiplies all the advantages of the first part. It will surely resonate in the minds of the fans of the original game and will have the same success. ustwo games android 4.4 + Version: 1.3.9 $ 0 Monument Valley 2 - a new part of the famous
puzzle in which you will travel to travel with your mother and her child to new surreal places. Go through them, solving puzzles along the way, which with each level will be harder and harder. The game has excellent music and graphics. Updated version 1.3.9! The play works more than the
first generation richer, but also deeper. But it still seems much more than the value of the game, is used to cultivate moods, clean the mind of goodness. The most obvious change is the use of a double set of protagonists. They are a mother-daughter couple, and sometimes a separate act,
and their exceptional level; sometimes at the same level of different positions, cooperation with each other is required; and sometimes they will stick together, you can control the actions of both of them. This design so that the original single linear level has become more layered, but also let
me solve the puzzle need to take into account the status of several places. From the level of puzzle level to the level of complexity, this game is the first compared to the obvious progress. However, this progress is only relatively in terms of if Monument Valley 2 is in all puzzle horizontal
comparisons, it will still be firmly out of the simplest, least deep echelon puzzle. Although the game is intertected with many complex tricks, the puzzle elements are basically traditional: buttons, sliders, transfer points and rotating vaults. Along with the number of different puzzles involved in
the number of organs is very limited, so even if there is no puzzle motivational ability of people until a little patience, you can in a very short time Try all the different organs after all the combination going on. For most puzzle games, too simple puzzles are easy for people to get trapped and
gradually lose the challenge of desire. But I don't think monument valley charm and value will be affected. Every game scene is a funny work of art, they look like perfect harmony and contrary to common sense, it's a controversial feeling that I've kept a great note for a moment, without a
moment of feeling tired. In this sense, the decorative value of this work is much greater than the value of its game. The art of this style and the first for the same tension, simple composition, bright style, soft music ... ... In short, used to nurture mood, to cleanse the mind of goodness. In the
narrative, this work complements the original works and the use of some secret words at the end of each close, but also through a live performance to convey mood and emotion. Mother and daughter together level debut, mother will take a mature and steady pace to walk in front of the
road, daughter will seal a bright little broken step, close behind her mother, to move away. When a mother and daughter are separated by organs, the mother's head will always be toward where her daughter is concerned and anxious look at every step of her. A brief separation after
repeated experience of mother and daughter will come to a big hug, a happy feeling of overflowing words. Later, the daughter must leave her mother on her knees, the mother said goodbye in the dock, step by step overlooking the distance, overlooking the direction of her daughter to leave
... ... Mother and daughter gestures every detail is so real and natural. Although these seemingly inconspicuous little things, they can convey the amount of information I fear at least hundreds of thousands of words. This is a total of 14 chapters, a little puzzle game experience players can
basically experience within 1 and a half hours of clearance. Due to the fact that in this work there is still no collection or other hidden elements, so the volume of the game, the richness of the content and repeat the value of the game, and the first has a very obvious short board. While it does
not rule out adding new levels through DLC after this game, it is still hard to imagine that it can be extended to the usual puzzle dlc. Through the introduction of a double lead method, the game has become deeper. But in general, it still looks much more than the value of the puzzle, used to
cultivate moods, clean the mind of goodness. Trial Latest Version: Download Monument Valley 2 - a new puzzle game with version 1.3.13 available for Android. Note Monument Valley 2 weights Mb and has a levelheaded user rating. To download an APK file, you need to on the
programme page, press the appropriate green button. You should know that our website contains only quality APK files that can be downloaded at the fastest speed from our servers. This program is available in version 1.3.13. For huge Fans of Monument Valley 2, we also provide a
modified APK file that can improve its different features. To download it, you must press the red button on the app page. With the help of Android emulators, you can also use this app on other devices to display More HideGet it Monument Valley 2 v1.3.15 Apk Full Paid + Mod Patched +
OBB Data is HD Android GameFree Download Monument ValleyÂ Apk Full + OBB Data for Android With direct linkGuide mother and her child as they embark on a journey through magical architecture, discover illusionist paths and delightful puzzles as you learn the secrets of sacred
geometry. Sequel to Android Game of the Year 2014, Monument Valley 2 presents a new adventure set in a beautiful and impossible world. Help Ro as she teaches her child about valley secrets, exploring stunning surroundings and manipulating architecture to help them along the way.
Monument Valley 2 ApkMonument Valley 2 ApkA STANDALONE ADVENTURE A whole new story from the Monument Valley universe. You donâ€ ™ don't need previously played Monument Valley to enjoy Monument Valley 2.INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED PUZZLES Enjoy beautiful levels
filled with illusing, meditative puzzles, using new interactions to explore the changing dynamics between characters. CONTEMPORARY VISUALS Works of art inspired by a mixture of eclectic architectural styles, artistic movements and personal influences, each translated into stunning
geometric structures. BEAUTIFUL AUDIO Immerse yourself in uniquely melodic interactive sounds perfectly suited to every step of Ro and her childâ€ ™ journey. Install the instruction: APK to install it on your Android device.com.ustwo.monumentvalley2 copy to the android/obbEnter folder
and enjoyRemember DLandroid ðЯ™'Whats New: General bug fixes Home»Games»Puzzle»Monument Valley 2 The game Monument Valley 2 is a surreal puzzle about mother-daughter relationships. The child will learn the world in an unusual space where there are no time and familiar
events. Initially, you will need to manage only one character. Events will develop so that the mother and daughter will be separated for a while. The main goal of the user will be family reunification, and then you can manage both characters. In the valley of monuments, things can happen
that cannot be explained by logic. Only intuition can save the situation. Existing portals now and then move, and different platforms will block the path. The appearance of illusions can spoil almost complete tasks. To maintain the level, you will need perseverance and patience. There will be
space in the game create an incredible atmosphere. You need to control the game with the help of touches, both one and double. To move or rotate objects, you'll also need to swipe. Gameplay Monument Valley 2 will be accompanied by pleasant music. The game will be able to impress
the user for a long time, and will not get you bored. Features of the game: interesting puzzle;simple operation;pleasant music; unusual places. Guide the mother and her child as they begin their journey through magical architecture, discover the paths of illusionism and delightful puzzles as
you learn the secrets of sacred geometry. Monument Valley 2 presents a new adventure set in a beautiful and impossible world. Help Ro as she teaches her child about the secrets of the valley, exploring stunning environments and manipulating architecture to help them along the
way.======A STANDALONE ADVENTURE A whole new story from the Monument Valley universe. You don't need to previously play Monument Valley to enjoy Monument Valley 2.INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED PUZZLES Enjoy beautiful levels filled with illusy, meditative puzzles, using brand
new interactions to explore the changing dynamics between characters. CONTEMPORARY VISUALS Works of art inspired by a mixture of eclectic architectural styles, artistic movements and personal influences, each translated into stunning geometric structures. BEAUTIFUL AUDIO
Immerse yourself in uniquely melodic interactive sounds perfectly suited to every step of The Ro and her child's journey. Setup:Install apk on your device. com.ustwo.monumentvalley2 folder android / obb copy to. Enter the game. Game.
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